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February 24th 2010:Guest Dr. John Gray
If you are one of the 50 million people on this planet who has read
Men are from Mars, Women are from Venus then you can’t miss
this Wednesday’s interview with John Gray. Host Brad King will
discuss John's brand new book Venus on Fire, Men on Ice. Tune
in and you will be one of the very first people on earth to listen as
John Gray shares essential elements to wellness, happiness,
and lasting passion. Dr. Gray will reveal his keys to natural health
and restoring vitality. Yes, Dr. Gray uses his signature insight into
relationship dynamics to help us not only understand and accept
our dif
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Featured Guest
John Gray, Dr.
Dr. John Gray is the author of Men Are from Mars, Women Are from Venus which is
reported to be the number one best-selling book of the last decade. An internationally
recognized expert in the fields of communication and relationships, his unique focus is
assisting men and women in understanding, respecting, and appreciating their
differences. In his highly acclaimed books and seminars, Dr. Gray entertains and
inspires audiences with his practical insights and easy to use communication
techniques that can be immediately applied to enrich relationships and the quality of
life. John Gray is a popular speaker and often appears on television and radio
programs. He has appeared as an expert on s
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